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healing of thenation. And it is mentioned in Ezekiel 47 , where it says
lewd it says in

that the/1e.ve-shail not fade/in verse 12, and at the xeiti of this verse.

it -sa1lsays the leaf thereof sla 11 ... there is the external appeariance.

there is the shade, there is that which is good, and healthy , .. now,

the leaves are efor the healing of the nation s, I remember an evangelist

who use to say What do I care , whether this world is a good world or

a bad world, people are being saved out of it, that is what matRters,If a

man is gohg to hell, what difference whether he goes drunk or sober, well,

there is a measure of truth in that,- t4.heFe-48-it's a thousand times mee
on through

more Impxortant what happens 1xthe millions of years thetof eternity

ahead than what happensx,and yet we are told that the tree is to bowing leaves

for the healing of the nationsc, and while the fruit is what is most vital, the

leaves have . and if it were not for the Christian in the world today, our woild

would dissolveixinto a misery, ...and utter lack of everything. The Christian

in the world are what preserve it from what 4s--utterly going to destruction

with thewickedness and the sin that is everywhere. . And God had k His

will in this regard for us, and we sha1should have our part in keeping this world
9

a decent place for peopleto Rev live in. I Peter 2/says tyxx you are a chosen
a peculiar people

generation, a royal priesthood/a holy nation, and some people say we are

suppose to be peculiar, this is not what this means at all. The Christian is

not suppose to be somewore with a sad face going around and having no interet

in no one but other Christians, a-- Peculiar means ix someone kwho

belongs speciKfically to God, it does not mean strange in that siense at all.

I was on t14xk this ..trip in Cal. up in the mountains, there were doctors,

leyw lawyers, and various professions up in-th4&-there for two weeks on this
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